
CASE STUDY
Website Redesign



In the business world sparking
brand awareness and customer
loyalty is key to driving leads and
increasing engagement. The
introduction and evolution of
social media bring about a new
age of marketing techniques.
Businesses now have new tools at
their disposal to reach out to
customers within a digital
environment.

Brighton & Hove Albion (English
Premier Legue, UK)

Dallas Cowboys (NFL Team, USA)

Calgary Flames (NHL Team, Canada)

ABOUT THE 
COMPANY

FanDrive works with sporting
brands such as:

FanDrive is leading the way with
the next evolution in brand
awareness and consumer loyalty
utilizing viral sharing, data
analytics, gamification and
influencer marketing. FanDrive
provides brands and agencies with
deep user data and advanced
analytics via contests and
promotions. 



FanDrive (originally FanLogic)
wanted to expand into the
Australian/ New Zealand market. 

This would mean slightly changing
the look and feel of their website
to attract potential customers
within that market. The challenge
for us would be trying to create a
design which would both stand out
in the market and that would
appeal to our client, representing
their brand in a positive light.

THE PROBLEM

Redesigning FanLogic's current
website to give a more kiwi/
Aussie flavour. 

Slight changing of branding to
break away from the overseas
FanLogic brand (give the brand a
more local feel).

THE SOLUTION

FanDrive also wanted to expand
the reach of their product.
FanDrive specifically targeted
sport fans before as their desired
user base, they wanted to branch
out and become more versatile as
a brand attracting clients in retail,
events and festival organisation,
not just in sports. 



Improve the overall feel and layout of the existing
FanLogic website to provide a more comfortable and
relatable viewing experience for the desired target user.

Create a more informative website to positively influence
sales.

Change the brand slightly.

Branch out to reach new customers with a targeted
content.

Created a website design

Built a working website

Created a new brand logo

OUR OBJECTIVES

WHAT WE DELIVERED



Research

Planning

Design

Prototype

Development

Market Research (Research Clients Competitors)
Product/ Service Research
Gain Understanding of the Client
Gain Good Understanding of the User (Client's
Customer(s))
Create Customer Personas

Plan Solution to Client's Problem(s)
Generate User Flows
Create Features List (Gamification, eCommerce, etc)
Sketch Out Basic Wireframe/ Storyboard
UX (User Experience) Design

UI (User Interface) Design
Mockups
Styling 

Create Interactive Prototype 
Add Micro-Interactions
Add Animations

Start Transitioning from Prototype to Website
User Testing

Our Process:



Research

Planning

Design

Prototype

Development

What We Did:

Visit original website
Create customer personas
Received information from
client on their company and
target market
Define problem

Ideate
Create the user flow 
Map out UX design
Create wireframe for site

Assess the artistic approach
(How site will look)
UI Design

Create interactive
prototype to send to client. 
Get feedback

Hand over prototype and
assets to development team
to start building website

If client is unhappy and wants
something chnaged we can
resort back to the desigb stage 

Launch! Go live with the finished
website



RESEARCH

It is vital that we have a good understanding of our
client, their industry, their customers and the problems
they are coming to us with. This helps to get everyone
involved in the project on the same page before we
start on any work for them. A good way to do this is to
conduct market and product research. This will include
an analysis of our client’s competitors, our client's
position in the market, what the product/ service they
offer is and who their target market is. 

Essentially with the research phase we want to answer
key questions to help create the best solution to the
client's problem. 

With this project we wanted to ask questions such as: 

Who are the Users?
What are their Needs?        
What is the Context?      
What is our Strategy?

What does their Current
Site look like?
What is their Goal(s)?



The examples below show the home and about pages
of FanDrive's (FanLogic's) originally website.

Home Page Example:

About Us Page Example:

Visiting our client's website was the first step we took in
the research phase. 



A customer persona is a fictional character we use to
represent a specific user type that may visit our
website. We write down certain demographics and
traits to paint a picture in our minds of who the target
user is. This helps us to tailor the website experience to
that user type. 

Generally we create multiple personas representing the
demographics and traits of various user groups. 

Customer Persona:

To get an idea of our client's target market we user
customer personas. Producing customer personas gives
us a sense of the user (our client’s customer) by
representing the key traits from large segments of our
client’s target market.  



Charlie Holt 

 Festival Organiser

Age: 31 

Work: Festival organiser 

 

Family: Has a boyfriend who

lives with her and a 2 year old

daughter. Mum and dad live in

Auckland, New Zealand. 

Character: Hard working,

determined, career driven,

persistent, fun-loving, sociable

person, social media presense. 

Income: 130-150K 

Gender: Female 

Ethnicity: European

Education: Graduated University

with a commerce degree from

the University of Melbourne. 

Location: Melbourne, Australia. 

Personality: 

Extrovert 

Thinker

Intuitive

Perceiving

PAIN POINTS
As Charlie's job depends on her a lot, she leaves minimal time for her

family. Charlie's job is high-stress.

She struggles to find websites/software that can assist her with running viral

competitions that will successfully draw a winner and produce maximal

followings on social media.

PROBLEM
She needs to find a software that will take over the social media aspect of

the festival however she is needing to take ownership of the followers and

data. 

Charlie needs to find software that will assist her with running competitions

and promotions.

SOLUTION
FanDrive gives you ownership of social media followers and their data. It will

also assist with social media applications. 

FanDrive will provide, contests and promotions brands, by applying the

science and psychology of gaming in a non-game context.

PREFERED TARGET MARKET 
High Income; 80-120K a year.

Age: 25-50 

Working professionals. 

Higher education: University graduate or higher. 

Gender: Male or female

New Zealand and Australia 

Upper-class people

Skilled working-class people

LIFE STYLE
Charlie lives a very busy life with her job and raising a baby. Her job relies on

her heavily to be able to be available at all times during the day. As she is

the co-founder of the festival, she is required to deal with every aspect,

including viral contests and social media outlays. Charlie spends most of her

spare time with her family, by taking them out to the local beach. Charlie's

other interests are playing social hockey in the local hockey team.



Jerry Bryce 

Social media manager 

Age: 28

Work: Social Media Manager at

Professional Rugby Club. 

Family: Lives with flatmates,

Family live in Tauranga (Mum,

Dad, Sister) 

Character: hard working, Tech

Savvy, determined, career and

money driven. 

Income: 80-110K a year 

Gender: Male  

Ethnicity: European

Education: Graduated Waikato

University with a degree in

business management majoring in

Marketing and International

management.

Location: Hamilton, New

Zealand. 

Personality: 

Extrovert 

Thinker

Intuitive

Perceiving

PAIN POINTS

Jerry struggles socially when it comes to social situations as he spends the

majority of his time on his phone/laptop. Jerry's job depends on him

frequently. Jerry's time management isn't very good. Creating new and

exciting content is a struggle for Jerry as he lives a simple life. 

PROBLEM
Jerry is wanting to find a new platform to provide the team with more

sponsorship deals and enhance relationships with current sponsors.

Jerry is also wanting to promote more contests throughout the rugby club,

whilst engaging with their customers. 

SOLUTION

FanDrive can enhance your relationships with your sponsors and gives you

ownership of social media followers and their data. 

FanDrive can run viral competitions through their software. This can help the

chiefs spread awareness of the brand, collect high usage of customer data.

PREFERED TARGET MARKET 

High Income; 80-120K a year. 

Age: 25-50 

Working professionals. 

Higher education: University graduate or higher. 

Gender: Male or female. 

New Zealand and Australia

Upper-class people,

Skilled working-class people

LIFE STYLE
Jerry spends the majority of his time on social media, sourcing between

Instagram, Facebook and Twitter. Jerry enjoys his job as it reflects the two

things he enjoys the most - rugby and social media. Jerry plays social rugby

where he has gained most of his friends. However, work is his main priority. As

Jerry lives alone, he has extra time to do things that make him happy, e.g, play

Fortnite.



Linda Perry 

CCO of Addidas

Age: 52

Work: CCO of a sports clothing

brand. 

 

Family: Been married for 30

years, has 3 children all living at

home. 

Character: Hard working, money

and career driven, persistent,

determined to make the

company global and be able to

internationalise 

Income: 130-150K a year 

Gender: Female  

Ethnicity: Maori/Pacific islander

Education: Graduated University

with a business degree and a

postgraduate in marketing.

Location: Auckland, New

Zealand.

 

Personality: 

Introvert 

Doer 

Intuitive

Perceiving

PAIN POINTS

Linda work highly depends on her being available. She runs around after

the workers and works within their demands as well as trying to do her job

up to the companies standards. Linda works extremely long hours, leaving

no time for her children or husband. She struggles on the social media side

of the company. She employes other staff to assist her with these problems. 

PROBLEM
Linda struggles to find software where it can successfully demonstrate a

competition using gamification software for the clothing brand. 

She also struggles with finding a company that assists with data capture

and analytics.

SOLUTION
FanDrive will provide,  Contests and promotions brands, by applying the

science and psychology of gaming in a non-game context.

Campaigns produce valuable data for your brand. We track and monitor

your campaign, providing you with full analytics and a subscriber database

for drip marketing opportunities.

PREFERED TARGET MARKET 

High Income; 80-120K a year.

Age: 25-50 

Working professionals. 

Higher education: University graduate or higher. 

Gender: Male or female. 

New Zealand and Australia

Upper-class people, 

Skilled working-class people

LIFE STYLE
Linda is very hardworking, she puts her job in front of her family frequently.

Leaving little time for her family. Linda thrives at her job, making her the most

well paid CCO in the sports branding business. Linda doesn't have much

spare time on her hands, but when she does she enjoys reading her book in

the sun.



Julie Miles

Commercial Marketing Manager of
ASB Bank 

Age: 35

Work: Works at ASB bank as the

commercial marketing manager. 

 

Family: Divorced with no Children 

Character: Social, Artistic, hard-

working, career driven,

knowledgeable, conventional. 

Income: 130-150K a year 

Gender: Female  

Ethnicity: English, originally from

London, UK. 

Education: Studied Marketing

and the University of London.

Completed masters degree in

Marketing at the University of

Auckland NZ in 2015.

Location: Auckland, New

Zealand.  

Personality: 

Extrovert

Visionary 

Intuitive 

Thinker

PAIN POINTS
Julie struggles to relax and take time for herself, as she has such a busy job

that encourages her to work a lot more than she is looking for. Julie dislikes

doing the financial side of her job. She isn't very good at Maths, however,

strives at the strategic and marketing aspects. Julie is Divorced with no

Children, this leaves Julie sometimes feeling alone.

PROBLEM
Julie wants to find software that will help run successful promotional

campaigns that will reach a greater audience. 

She is also having issues with determining the value of sponsorship of some

of the companies sponsors and was wondering what she could do to avoid

this. 

She also wants the company to engage with their audiences more.

SOLUTION
FanDrive will provide,  Contests and promotions brands, by applying the

science and psychology of gaming in a non-game context.

FanDrive collects, organised, and tracks live sponsorship performances. It

will enhance the relationship built with your sponsor and also creating value

through many different channels of social media.  

FanDrive helps gain deep insights into your specific target audiences.

PREFERED TARGET MARKET 
High Income; 80-120K a year. 

Age: 25-50 

Working professionals. 

Higher education: University graduate or higher. 

Gender: Male or female. 

New Zealand and Australia

Upper-class people, 

Skilled working-class people

LIFE STYLE 
Julie lives a relatively simple life. She works extremely hard, however still

maintaining a work-social-life balance. She prides herself on every job she

is given and does it to her best ability. The one thing Julie loves about her

job is being able to connect with a wide range of people and communicate

different ideas around each other to produce a final product that is suitable

for the company. Julie enjoys going out and doing fun/exciting things with

her friends. 



Bruce Walker 

Product Marketing manager for
Colgate Toothpaste 

Age: 46

Work: Works as a Product

Marketing manager for Colgate

Toothpaste

 

Family: Wife, and 3 Kids under

the age of 10. 

Character: Investigative, Social,

hard working, family driven,

conventional, artistic.

Income: 80-100K  a year 

Gender: Male   

Ethnicity: Maori 

Education: Graduated the

University of Canterbury with a

degree in Commerce.

Location: Wellington, New

Zealand. 

Personality: 

Extrovert

Visionary 

Intuitive 

Thinker

PAIN POINTS
As Bruce works long hours, this tends to leave the family suffering. Work for

Bruce tends to be rather stressful, as it entails collecting lots of data for a

new product and going through the processes of actually creating the

product and doing the marketing around making the product active. This

could endure time. Bruce also leaves little time to be social with his friends

outside of work.

PROBLEM
Bruce is wanting to set up promotional campaigns throughout NZ using the

gamification software. He is also wanting to find out more about the

influencing marketing that FanDrive offers and use this for the company as a

new marketing technique. 

SOLUTION
FanDrive will produce a successful promotional campaign. This will spread

awareness of your brand while encouraging very high levels of engagement,

referrals and advocacy. FanDrive engages fans and followers via Influencer

marketing campaigns launched utilising FanDrive’s contesting and analytics

platform. Value is created for multiple participants.

PREFERED TARGET MARKET 
High Income; 80-120K a year.  

Age: 25-50. 

Working professionals. 

Higher education: University graduate or higher. 

Gender: Male or female. 

New Zealand and Australia.

Upper-class people. 

Skilled working-class people.

LIFE STYLE 
Bruce lives a very busy life, with work taking up most of it. He lives at home

with his wife and 3 kids. The kids are all ages under 10. He loves to be with

his family, whether it be going to the beach or cruising around at the family

home. Bruce is a very sociable person in the workplace, he enjoys working

alongside like-minded people.



Hosting a strategy session with the client is a great way
to discuss and identify a plan of attack with regards to
solving our client’s problem(s), as well this is a good
opportunity to get to know the client and their
company. We want to identify what their wants, needs
and problems are so we can create solutions that suit
them.

Strategy Session:

We try to collect as much information in these sessions
so we can move forward with a solid understanding of
our client and their problem. 

In some instances it is not possible for our client to
physically attend these sessions. This often happens
due to the client being based overseas. To fix this we
can host video conferences or simply communicate via
email, etc.   

This was the case with FanDrive. As they were based in
three different countries we had to correspond via
email. 



PLANNING

What the Client Needed/ Wanted:

Solution: Redesign Website

Solution: Redesign Logo (FanLogic to FanDrive)

Make FanDrive appropriate for the NZ market

Move away from FanLogic

User Flow:
Working with the client we can create a flow for the
desired users'. This is a basic outline of what users' will
experience when they land on our website.

User Flow Example:



UX Design:
Using flash cards and sketching out wireframes is a
great way to visualize ideas and map out the user
experience. As well, this helps us to better
communicate our design ideas with the client,
including them in the design process. 

Flash Card Layout Example:



Wireframing:
Wireframes are basic templates of a web-pages/ apps
interface. They focus on space allocation and
prioritisation of content, functionalities available, and
intended behaviours. They don't usually include any
styling, graphics, or colour. 



Wireframe Sketch Example:

Home Page

About Page

How It Works

Pages:

- Gamification     

Software

Marketing

Contact Page:

    - Data Capture

    - Influencer

    - FanDrive Email

FanDrive Wireframe:



Text
We wanted to provide users with more information. We
didn’t want to saturate the page with text heavy
content.

Colour
We tried to keep a consistent theme of blue and yellow
that would tie the page back to the logo. By having
these simple colours, it illustrates to the customers the
simplicity of the website.

Iconography
We used basic icons to break up the text and make the
information easier for the user to digest.

DESIGN

The Approach:

Art Direction:

Colour Theme Example:

Icons Example:



Photography
We used a mix of sporting, music, other recreational
event images in a carousel slider. We did this to display
the diverse customer base FanDrive can cater for.We
also used images/ mockups of technology to show
users a visual representation of FanDrive’s product/
service in action. (Examples of product app/ dashboard,
etc)

Photography Assets Example:



Once we had determined the flow, the pages, and the
basic layout of our content we could move on to
the aesthetic design of the website.  

UI Design:

Home Page Design Examples:

Initial Design: 2nd Draft: Final Design:



Once we were happy with the general design of the
website we moved on to creating a fully interactive
prototype of the website. This would allow our client to
get a good feel for how the website will behave once it
is active. 

Things such as animations and micro-interactions can
be added here. 

The Prototype:

Video Run-through of the Website Prototype:

PROTOTYPING:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1np8-zJ1q5bPorIbXkwP55o1xlsTW1LaH/view?usp=sharing


DEVELOPMENT

From Design to Development

Once we had created an interactive prototype that we
were happy with we were able to send that through to
our client to get any final feedback. 
If the client is happy then the next stage is to start
developing the prototype into an active website. 

Our team of developers will then work alongside our
designers to produce a polished website.

Using the prototype that our design team has created
our developers can now start making the transition
from prototype to active 
website. 
Our developers do
this using HTML code
to bring the design to 
life.

Constant testing is
needed when 
developing to ensure
the code works and isn't
broken. Testing on various 
devices is needed to ensure the
site is responsive.



LAUNCH

Finished Product

Here's a look at the final product....

Examples taken from the live website:

View the finished site here:

Click here Get In Touch

www.rove.agency

info@rove.agency

http://fandrive.me/
http://ryder.tech/
http://ryder.tech/

